Appendix F  Instructor Discipline Chain of Command

Definitions

**Coordinators** (the doers): are a certified instructor, handle equipment issues relating to the discipline, identify problems and pass information to commander and subject matter experts, plan logistics for training and incidents, do the record keeping for the discipline.

**Commanders** (the managers): make policy decisions, have familiarity with the discipline, but not necessarily a certified instructor in the discipline, checks the work of coordinators and subject matter experts in the discipline, makes final decision on the number of certified instructors are needed in the discipline, makes sure all instructors in the discipline’s cadre are being consistent as a whole in the training given.

**Subject Matter Experts** (the consultants): is a certified instructor in the discipline and have additional training in the discipline, maintains current knowledge and alerts the commander and coordinator to changes in practices or legal applications.

Specific Disciplines

**Professional Communications Skills**
Coordinator: Sgt. Avila
Commander: Lt. Jesberger
Subject Matter Expert: Lt. McCaughtry

**DAAT**
Coordinator: Sgt. Avila
Commander: Lt. McCaughtry
Subject Matter Expert: Lt. Caradine

**Taser**
Coordinator: Sgt. Avila
Commander: Lt. McCaughtry
Subject Matter Expert: PO Pearce

**Firearms**
Coordinator: Lt. Ellis
Commander: Capt. Whitney
Subject Matter Expert: Capt. Whitney

**EVOC/Vehicle Contacts**
Coordinator: Sgt. Brown
Commander: Lt. McCaughtry
Subject Matter Expert: PO Lau

**First Aid/CPR/AED**
Coordinator: ESC Slater
Commander: EM Dir. Curtis
Subject Matter Expert: IT Director Meier

**Grenadier**
Coordinator: Sgt. Lopez
Commander: Sgt. Nash
Subject Matter Expert: AC Plisch

**Crowd Management**
Coordinator: Sgt. Lopez
Commander: Lt. McCaughtry
Subject Matter Expert: Capt. Silbernagel

**Rapid Deployment/ Tactical Casualty Care**
Coordinator: Lt. Ellis
Commander: Capt. Whitney
Subject Matter Expert: Capt. Whitney

**Simunition**
Coordinator: Lt. Ellis
Commander: Capt. Whitney
Subject Mater Expert: Capt. Whitney

**Ethics**
Coordinator: Lt. Jesberger
Commander: AC Sasso
Subject Matter Expert: Capt. Soley
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